Literacy:

Numeracy:

This half term we will be looking at fiction and
non-fiction stories. The children will be
learning and retelling a number of texts such
as stories with repeating patterns and they will
be using their imagination and English skills to
finally write their own fiction and non-fiction
piece.

This half term we are going to be looking at Place
value. We will be using practical maths to sort
objects into numerical order, writing in numerals
and words and counting both forwards and
backwards.

R.E:
We will be learning about Jesus the healer. We
will be looking particularly at miracles.
Discussing
Coumiracles that Jesus performed and
creating our own diary entries, posters and
postcards to explain the miracles.

PSHE/ GAPS:
This half term we will be looking at how to be a good
friend.

History/ Geography:
This half term we will be learning about the
Great Fire of London. We will be learning
about London in the past and present, life in
the 17th century and the events that led up to
the fire.
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Science:

This half term we are going to be learning
about plants. We will investigate what a plant
needs in order to grow, the types of plants and
evergreen and deciduous trees. Children will
learn about plants through practical activities
and investigations.
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Music
Music:
This half term the children will be learning to
create sound effects, they will be making their
own musical instrument and using it to
accompany a story.
These are the areas of the curriculum your child
will be studying this half term. If you have any
relevant experiences or expertise which you can
share with the children please let us know.

Art/DT: This half term we will be painting, we will
be learning to mix primary and secondary colours,
tinting and discuss artists work such as Paul Klee
and Andy Warhol. The children will use what they
have learnt to create their own piece of art based
on an Artist.

P.E: Horse riding!

Children will take part in 6 weeks of
horse riding lessons this half term.

I.C.T:
In ICT the children will be learning to
programme and debug codes. They will be
using beebots to give a sequence of
instructions.

